Updates:
* **Student group kitchens:** met with Phil; subcommittee of CACAB needs to meet with dining
* **CVCs:** meeting on Friday; hopefully pilot will roll out in the fall
* **Post 1am events:** many groups met together, still in planning stages; CAC and facilities and dorms don’t have staff on hand at that hour—all comes down to staffing; entertainment licenses?; CPW is special; many hackathons
  -- criteria for groups who get exceptions: (important for report to Provost) dept. sponsorship, transport, MIT students vs. non, student responsibility, safety, no alcohol, students engaged whole time, no sleeping at planned activity
  -- restrict to certain times of the week? no
  -- lack of T does make transportation difficult at certain times
  -- set up for next morning might be an issue
  -- a trial might be set up at some point for next year
  -- supplemental criteria to help the case?
* **Veg-Veg:** seems fine, suspension lifted
* **Poster** will up tomorrow
* **Sample constitution update**-- look over it this week, put it up next week
* next Sunday at 3pm -- Emily and Rachel will blitz revise our own guidelines / constitution
* **Dorms:** in ASA database? East Campus does this for each hall; only Random has done this yet
  -- NGEs are on asa-official, which may be confusing; Alex will remove them, they can opt in
* **Retreat May 5th**--location; Emily likes chocolate, Ducky may be able to host, send thoughts and agenda for meeting, e-mail suggestions

Groups
* **Student Art Gallery** applied for ASA recognition; were not recognized
* Club of Undergraduate Chinese Nationals applied for funding status change to funded because they want to expand their activities; were recognized as funded
* Feminists@MIT applied for funding change for funding since WGS cannot fund all activities anymore and they run many activities; were recognized as funded
* **language@MIT** applied for ASA recognition (language research); recognized as funded
* Hackers without Borders applied for group recognition; recognized as funded
* Freerunning applied for group recognition; safety concerns; recognize pending conversation with EHS--Cory will take point on this
* Unmanned Aerial Vehicle Team applied for sponsor recognition; recognized pending letter of support from sponsor
* **Mujeres Latinas** is applying for re-recognition; recognized as funded
* **MIT Chapter of Minority Association of Pre-Medical students** applied for recognition; recognize as funded
* **Fashion Club** applied for recognition; recognize as funded
* Ohms applied for a status change to funded; recognize as funded
* GYA@MIT applied for recognition; requiring further meetings
* Economics and Talent Forum applied for re-recognition; were re-recognized
* Athena lockers: what should happen with Athena lockers of derecognized groups? not deleting

* Rerecognizing groups in the database: new entry or give them the old entry; Alex had fancy plans for changing statuses;
  -- should groups be allowed to say they do not wish for their group to be re-recognized?
  -- resources? mailing lists?
  -- tabled for now

* Exam process updates: continues, is not finished; exceptions talks continue

* Money:
  -- circuit on Kresge--renovations may be happening soon; are waiting on cost
  -- work with CAC, UA, and GSC to get card readers for all doors?